1965 Holden HD
Lot sold
Year of manufacture
Country VAT
Gearbox
Number of seats

Drive
1965
AU
Manual
2

Interior colour
Condition

RHD
Green
Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Drivetrain

2wd

Exterior colour

Green

Lot number

207

Car type

Other

Description
1965 Holden HD
Year: 1965
Make: Holden
Model: HD
Body: Ute RHD
Odometer: Indicating miles
Engine: 6-Cylinder
Transmission: Manual
Colour: Green/Green
Description/extras:
- Classic iconic Australian ute
- Rare in this condition
- Increasingly collectible
- Unmodified condition
The ute has been an Australian icon since it was introduced to the Australian public in the 1930's.
Filling a hole in the automotive landscape the functional work horse ute has endured and is a top
seller today.
Holden's HD was produced between 1965 and 1966 and finding the ranges commercial variances in
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good condition is now rare to see.
This largely original HD ute has survived well with an older repaint in the original Narrogin Green with
correct green interior in excellent condition.
The bare bones cabin is a time warp with no modifications from standard without even a stereo after
all these years. The door cards, roof lining, dash, gauges and seats are in fantastic condition with
some wear to the original floor rubbers. The exteriors wear's it's age with pride, the chrome is
original and straight but with some light pitting on some parts all the light lenses are in good
condition.
The simple and reliable 149 red straight six is unmodified and the engine bay is neat and tidy.
Running the column shift manual that so many Australians learnt to drive on offers a unique driving
experience today and adds to the feel that makes this era of vehicle such a fun and desirable classic
to own.
This classic Aussie ute is ready to enjoy as is or with a little elbow grease will shine like the day it
rolled off the production line.
Always an appreciating classic.
Chassis No: D21062121A
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1206
GCCMAUS

Lloyds Auctions

Title Mr
First name Alan
Last name Jones
69 Manchester Rd
Carrara 4211 Queensland
Australia
Phone +61 7 5559 1999
http://www.lloydsonline.com.au/AuctionLots.aspx
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